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Human body is made up of as many as 60 trillion cells.  Our body is the harmony 
played by these cells. The harmony of good vibration, frequency, and sound can 
reach each and every cell of our body and thus contribute to our health. Michiko 
Hayashi from Japan and Akiko Stein from Germany who did experiments in our 
respective institutes will give presentations jointly. 

Michiko will share how Solfeggio frequency, 528 Hz, affected water molecule 
through her experiments with water crystal photography. Developments in brain 
science research have shown that certain frequencies can relax human mental 
states.  Solfeggio frequency 528Hz has been used by biochemists because of its 
DNA repair effect. The frequency of 528Hz appears to influence the water molecules 
that surround the DNA helix, thereby bringing about healing effects on DNA. Michiko 
will share how water reacts to the frequency of 528Hz as we play tuning fork to 
water.   

Akiko will show her thought about the loyalty of water. Water is always waiting for 
coming, given impulse driven or expressed as vibrating information or we could say 
for that-- the information of light ---, visible and invisible. The form of their expression 
are chemical, electrical or/and magnetic, because as we know - every vibration 
carries information inside and have always effect on surrounding. Vibration means 
movement and Movement means Life. Living creature are always sending out 
somehow light. Water is very loyal, because water is always adjusting and 
expressing its own ability and potential for formation, which is transformation. This 
attitude of water is timeless, sacred, constant. It expresses for her eyes nothing but 
the Loyalty of Water. Akiko will share some interesting results of experiments, she 
has done, in order to show how different information can react directly on water and 
its structure, but also at the same time indirectly on our body and water inside and 
around us.. She tested the liquid in our body,  saliva and water we drink with or 
without specific information inside. 

From this experiment she will propose some ideas for the vitality, harmony and 
health in our daily life. What can we do as individual in every single day? and what 
does water do for us all creation in this universe? it goes about how everything can 
be connected and related each other through the medium Water. 

We both are very happy to present our message as a joint presentation. May the 
deep and hidden message of Water reach you and your heart. 
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